
Response the Queries Submitted by Participating Agencies 

Date: 31-10-2021 

Tender Reference Number: IND/INV/21-22/SIH-1006 

Name of RFP: Hiring of Chatbot and Communications Platform as a Service Provider for Startup India 

Sr.No. Agnecy Clause Queries Reply 
1 Route Mobile The Service Provider shall provide a 

pre-built chatbot implementation 
solution for the Startup India 
portal, which is on the link of Plug-
and-Talk/Converse, to address to 
the factual and query management 
processes of Startup India 

Client to confirm if they are looking for 
Cloud based or Onpremise solution. 

RFP is for Chatbot and Communications Platform ‘as a 
Service’. In case hosting is required for implementation, 
then it shall be on AWS Servers managed by Startup 
India 

2 Route Mobile The chatbot shall be able to 
communicate seamlessly over 
multiple channels such as website, 
apps (WhatsApp, Facebook 
Messenger etc.) and phone systems 

Client to confirm list of Channels 
required along with ChatBOT. Please 
clarify in regards to Phone systems is 

the expectation for Voice BOT or DTMF 
based Inbound IVR or something else 

please clarify. 

1) Web, WhatsApp and FB messenger are 
necessarily in scope, bidder to suggest other 
implementations. 

2) Currently Startup India has a help centre with 
IVR for selection of language.  

3 Route Mobile The chatbot implementation 
solution shall be: a. an easy to host 
and integrate solution independent 
of the backend/tech-stack b. able 
to leverage Startup India APIs into 
the chat-flows to address realtime 
user queries and requests c. able to 
share multiple status types 
leveraging the API model and 
support sharing of multiple-type 
documentation 

Client to share API documentation for 
feasibility. 

2 API's are currnetly in place - Certification and Tax 
exemption. Detailed documentation will be shared 
during development. 

4 Route Mobile The chatbot and omnichannel 
implementation solution shall be 
verified as per the relevant 
compliances and authorized by the 
Omni-channel partners over which 
chatbot solution can be 
implemented 

Clarification required. Any integration provided (like whatsapp/ facebook) shall 
be authorized by the platform provider. Any formalities 
related to the same shall be done by the service 
provider 



5 Route Mobile The chatbot implementation 
solution shall be able to provide 
redirection features to customer 
support over live chat conversation, 
should the user require manual 
intervention over chatbot means 
post a certain level of dialogue 
between the user and the chatbot. 
This shall be treated as a ticketing 
system built in within chatbot 
implementation model 

Client to confirm total no of agents 
required. 

The agents will be provided by Invest India. We require 
plug and play model 

6 Route Mobile The vendor would be expected to 
provide details on the IVR Setup, 
CRM, call monitoring software etc. 

Client to clarify if they need Voice 
based contact centre setup. Also let 
know the expected scope for CRM if 

required. 

This is an indicative requirement. Vendor to provide 
visibility on the management of services at the time of 
implementation. 

7 Route Mobile The Bidder should have Experience 
of development or maintenance of 
minimum 3 websites owned by 
Central or State Government. 

Can this clause be relaxed / waived off Please refer to corrigendum 1 

8 Route Mobile  The Bidder should have Experience 
of implementing chatbot on at least 
3 websites owned by  
Central or State government or 
private entity 

Can this clause be relaxed / waived off Please refer to corrigendum 1 

9 Route Mobile  The Bidder should have Experience 
of implementing chatbot on at least 
3 websites owned by  
Central or State government or 
private entity 

Please confirm if we can we bring in 
partner (reponsible for deliverables) 

while we front end this RFP.  Is 
consortium allowed ? 

Consortium not allowed for the RFP 

10 KeyPoint 
Technologies  

The Bidder should have Experience 
of development or maintenance of 
minimum 3 websites owned by 
Central or State Government. 
Documents: Certificate of 
Completion/ Letter of Award/ 
Contract and form TECH-2 

RFP is for chatbot, and chatbot has no 
link with website development. In case 
we still need to consider then we need 
to consider Private entity also. 

Please refer to corrigendum 1 



11 KeyPoint 
Technologies  

The Bidder should have Experience 
of implementing chatbot on at least 
3 websites owned by 

Chatbot usually deployed across 
various channel like website/ what's 
app, twitter etc. We should not limit it 
to only website. 

Please refer to corrigendum  1 

12 KeyPoint 
Technologies  

Central or State government or 
private entity. 

13 KeyPoint 
Technologies  

Documents: Certificate of 
Completion/ Letter of Award/ 
Contract and form TECH-2  

14 KeyPoint 
Technologies  

The chatbot shall be able to provide 
multi-lingual support and 
translation of conversations 

How many languages and which all 
languages we need to include. 
Translated content would be provided 
by Invest india or bidder will do the 
translation also. 

In initial phase chatbot should support english and hindi, 
however should have capability to expand to other 
languages 

15 KeyPoint 
Technologies  

Hosting of solution No clarity on hosting of solution, will it 
be on cloud or on premises or invest 
india cloud. 

RFP is for Chatbot and Communications Platform ‘as a 
Service’. In case hosting is required for implementation, 
then it shall be on AWS Servers managed by Startup 
India 

16 SimpleWorks  5.2 Indicative Scope of Work Is fb messenger absolutely essential 
today? predominant channels include 
website and whatsapp, hence the 
query. Could you elaborate "etc" on the 
same line ? 

The list is indicative, and solution would be technically 
evaluated based on integrations available. Having 
capability for FB integration is mandatory. However 
integration would happen in phased manner 

17 SimpleWorks  5.2 Indicative Scope of Work - Could you explain phone systems 
further? 

Vendor to suggest the solution. Currently we have a 
help centre with IVR for selection of language 

18 SimpleWorks  5.2 Indicative Scope of Work - The chatbot solution is to be hosted 
on cloud or on premise? 

RFP is for Chatbot and Communications Platform ‘as a 
Service’. In case hosting is required for implementation, 
then it shall be on AWS Servers managed by Startup 
India 

19 SimpleWorks  5.2 Indicative Scope of Work - Could you share more detail on the 
backend tech stack required to estimate 
integration efforts. 

The infrastructure should be decoupled. Startup India 
has various microsites made on different platforms, 
Chatbot should be implemented on all sites managed by 
startup India 

20 SimpleWorks  5.2 Indicative Scope of Work - Would you share a list of startup India 
APIs? 

2 API's are currently in place - Certification and Tax 
exemption. Detailed documentation will be shared 
during development 



21 SimpleWorks  5.2 Indicative Scope of Work - Can you share a list of reports 
required to be generated for analysis? 

MIS required for managing the quality and usage of the 
implementation. Bidders to highlight the project 
management in technical prsentations  

22 SimpleWorks  5.2 Indicative Scope of Work - Can you provide us with more details 
regarding relevant compliance ? 

Any integration provided (like whatsapp/ facebook) shall 
be authorized by the platform provider. Any formalities 
related to the same shall be done by the service 
provider 

23 SimpleWorks  5.2 Indicative Scope of Work - can you provide us with a list of 
omnichannel partners? 

FB, IVR, Querry Portal and Whatsapp for bussiness. 
However the list is indicative vendor the suggest 
capabilities of the system 

24 SimpleWorks  5.2 Indicative Scope of Work - can you provide us with the list of 
languages required? 

In initial phase chatbot should support english and hindi, 
however should have capability to expand to other 
languages 

25 SimpleWorks  5.2 Indicative Scope of Work - Translation can be done through 
google API or through hard coded 
responses. The former will be 
expensive. Recurring charges will be 
applicable based on transaction 
volume. Is that ok? 

Vendor to suggest the solution and quote accordingly. 
The quality of the translation should be equivalent to 
human varified. 

26 SimpleWorks  5.2 Indicative Scope of Work - The model can be converted to a 
ticketing system, hence how many 
live agents are present? Is a service 
ticketing system required? 

The solution should intigrate with exsisting solution for 
query management 

27 SimpleWorks  5.2 Indicative Scope of Work - The last point 10, please define all 
requirements to be met. 

Scope of work will include all requirements for successful 
implementation of chatbot including but not limited to the 
ones mentioned in scope of project 

28 Gupshup 2.29 Pre-Qualification checklist 
C. The Bidder should have 
Experience of development or 
maintenance of 
minimum 3 websites owned by 
Central or State Government. 

We are cloud communication platform 
company and developed many 

Chatbots for Govt., PSU and private 
companies and integrated with 

Website, WhatsApp & Mobile Apps but 
we have not developed any website. 

Since the project is related with 
Chatbot development, we request you 

to remove the clause to allow us to 
participate in the RFP. 

Please refer to corrigendum 1 



29 Cogno AI  Pertaining to the ownership rights 
clause in point 2.15.  
[Received after pre-bid meeting] 

The rights or IP or source code of the 
chatbot software and it's architecture, 
network diagrams, etc, will reside with 
us, this is a product that we have built 

and not a custom software for this RFP. 

The chatbot is to be created based on solution provided 
by vendor and information available with Startup India 
Hub. The ownership of any 'new' artifact/IP/diagrams 
shall reside with Invest India. Invest India should have 
exclusive rights to implement/sell the solution to any 
entity. This is especially important considering multisite 
architect of Startup India Hub. 

 


